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Capturing Historic Preservation In Riverside, California

By: Janet Hansen, Camille McFadin, and Bruce Thomas

Abstract

The City of Riverside Planning Department maintains and updates an extensive

database of historic resources that have been surveyed over time including landmarks
and historic districts. Putting this information on the city website means citizens,

researchers and visitors can search and learn about the history and architecture of

residences, commercial and civic buildings, and historic neighborhoods

(http://olmsted.riversideca.gov/historic). Historic property information includes an
interactive map and photographs. The property maps are generated dynamically by

ArcIMS. The map images and controls are just one part of the ASP .NET web page. This

paper will discuss how the Web application interacts with the ArcIMS map service and
some of the important technical issues involved.
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Introduction

With a population of over 285,000 Riverside is the 12th largest city in California.
Founded in 1870, Riverside has a wealth of historic resources that tell the story of the

city’s growth and development and provide a strong sense of place. Through its historic

preservation program, a division of the Planning Department, Riverside is committed to

preserving the past as a firm foundation for the future.

One of the most important components of a successful preservation program is a survey

process to identify, record and designate historic resources over time. Toward that goal,
Riverside has surveyed over 10,000 properties since the late 1970s, resulting in the

designation of hundreds of individual resources and eleven historic districts. Significant

resources include houses, commercial and civic buildings, bridges, trees, and parks.

Historic resources surveys are carried out to record information collected in the field,

such as architectural descriptions, photographs and location maps, as well as research

data relating to the history and significance of a resource. Standardized forms developed
by the California Office of Historic Preservation provide the vehicle for the recordation of

the data and are prepared for all properties surveyed. Although the survey record itself

represents a static record of a resource at a specific period in time, properties may be
surveyed many times over a period of years. In addition, new resources become historic

each year as they reach the general 50-year age requirement.

The survey process, therefore, is a never-ending one. By the late 1990s, the City of
Riverside realized that the organization of this steadily increasing mass of information in

a usable and searchable format was necessary and developed a historic resources

inventory database. The database was not only used to record hard copy survey
information previously recorded, but was also designed to be expandable. This allows

for the incorporation of any number of surveys and designation types on both individual

resources and historic districts to provide a complete information history.  It is important
to understand that this database not only records significant, i.e. designated, resources,

but also includes all properties surveyed so it is possible to obtain information on

properties not subject to local, state and federal preservation laws.
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Who Uses This Tool

When originally conceived, the primary user of the database was City staff. However, it

became apparent that this wealth of information would be useful to the public as well.

The City then received a Certified Local Government grant from the California Office of
Historic Preservation and a software donation from ESRI to develop a website. This

product was developed completely in-house as a collaborative effort of the City’s

Information Systems Department and Planning Department staff.

The overall objective of the website was to make the historic resources information

available in an easy to navigate format that would be understandable to a wide range of

users. Preservation consultants, for example, may search for previous survey
information to incorporate into an environmental study while a homeowner may be

interested in knowing the general history of their house or neighborhood. Realtors on the

other hand may want designation information to pass on to a potential buyer and a
developer may search for similar information to determine if a property is available for

preservation incentives.  The website can be searched by property address to display all

information recorded on a particular property. Photographs and location maps
supplement the research data that was prepared as part of the survey process and

includes, where applicable, construction date, architectural style, architect, builder,

architectural description and discussion of significance as well as other technical

information required as part of the state recordation forms. All data fields use the
standard terminology used on the state forms. Designation information, where

applicable, indicates at what level(s) a resource is designated.

How It Works

The website can be searched by numerous data types in addition to property address.
Searching by architect, architectural style, construction date, designation type, and

property type can provide information on all properties within the city meeting specific

criteria. This also allows for compound searches. For example, a researcher may want
to know how many buildings in Riverside a particular architect designed during a defined

period of time. To give a specific example, it is possible to determine how many Spanish

Colonial Revival style churches were constructed during the 1920s.

Many of Riverside’s individually surveyed properties are located within the boundaries of

historic districts. Districts are geographically defined areas with a significant

concentration of resources that represent themes important in local history. The website
features a map that illustrates the location and boundaries of all of the City’s historic

districts as well as information on the history and development of each using the

standardized survey information.

As new properties and neighborhoods are surveyed and designated over time,

Riverside’s historic resources database is updated. This forward thinking approach to

historic preservation helps ensure that the most current information is available to both
City staff and the private sector in implementing present and future goals related to the

protection of historic resources.
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The Design Issues
The City of Riverside has over 50 individual websites representing different departments
or applications that are available to the general public, City Hall employees or both.  The

City recently adopted a new logo, which required replacing all of the existing web page

banners.  As part of the process of upgrading the banners, a set of simplified and unified
style sheets were also planned, and the revision of the Historic Districts & Buildings

website would launch these upgrades.

The Page Elements

Certain page elements are common to all City websites; the banner, footer, top
navigation bar, and search bar.  The contents of some of those elements, such as the

banner and navigation buttons, may change, but their position on the web pages is

constant.  Users are better able to navigate a series of common websites when a
consistent page structure is used.  This can be accomplished by using a common style

sheet for page layout so that similar information consistently appears in the same screen

areas.  The user “learns” where to look on the page to find what he/she needs.

Page Banner

The banner has two images and an address bar with a link to the City’s home page.
Structurally it is a two-row table with the top row split into two cells.  This allows the

website title information and city scenes graphics to be exchanged when used in

other websites.  The address bar row is text-based and easily modified.

Top Navigation

The next section is the top navigation bar.  It is also text-based and easily modified.

The primary style sheet defines the colors, borders and mouseover effects for the

buttons giving it a graphical appearance without any of the issues of graphical
buttons, which require alternate text tags for screen readers and can be time-

consuming to create.

ILLUSTRATION 1 – BANNER

ILLUSTRATION 2 - NAVIGATION BAR
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Smart Search Bar

The Smart Search Bar is a common feature with unique capabilities depending on

where it is used.  It is reasonable to assume the functionality is implicit to the web

page where it resides.  Its functionality for the City’s home page, for example, would
be to search all of the City web pages for matching information.  The use of a

recognizable page element, even with different functionality, makes it easier for the

user to locate it on the page when it is needed.

The Footer

In addition to providing legal information such as a copyright notice and common

links for all City websites, the footer provides a visual cue to the viewer that they at
the end of the web page.

Main Body Piece(s)

Another page element identified as a “main” segment fits between the search bar
and the footer.  Additional main segments can be inserted here as well if a page

requires the display of multiple types of information.

An auxiliary style sheet for each website is added to support the “main” segments of
unique websites.  In this way, the primary style sheet remains untouched.i

ILLUSTRATION 5 – MAIN SECTION

ILLUSTRATION 3 – SMART SEARCH BAR

ILLUSTRATION 4 - FOOTER
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The Assembled Web Page

Assembling these elements into web pages using ASP or ASP.NET server

technologies allows the reuse of common page elements.

ILLUSTRATION 6 – THE ASSEMBLED SEARCH BY PROPERTY  PAGE
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Defining Page Elements With CSS

CSS was used to define the “containers” for page elements.  DIV container widths were

set at 750 pixels and the elements were centered on the page with borders as defined in

this banner style:

div.banner {
width: 750px;
margin-left: auto;
margin-right: auto;

z-index:40;
overflow: visible;
visibility: visible;
border-top: 1px solid #CCCCCC;
border-right: 1px solid #CCCCCC;
border-left: 1px solid #CCCCCC;
background-image: url(images/style-graphics/bg-banner-div.gif);

}

Presentation matters . . .

Presenting information and resources in a logical manner helps the user find what they

are seeking and encourages him/her to linger.  Good graphics, good navigation and a

logical flow of information and resources all help keep the user’s eyes on your pages.

Searching the Historic Districts & Buildings Website

Three search avenues are provided in the HDB website with the use of any one of the

search capabilities excluding the functionality of the other two.

Smart Search Bar

In the Historic Districts & Buildings website the Smart Search Bar allows “random”

searching of the database, i.e., the user can type in just about anything and possible
matches are displayed for his/her criteria.  When the user types search criteria in the

Smart Search Bar the Category Search and Specific Search fields are ignored

Specific Search

A separate search capability was added to allow users to search by address or

Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN).

ILLUSTRATION 8- SPECIFIC SEARCH

ILLUSTRATION 7 – SMART SEARCH BAR
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Category Search

The category search section was provided to allow people to research combinations

of known categories or groups of information.  When the user selects any of the

categories, the Smart Search and Specific Search functions are disabled.

Search Results

If a specific search criteria finds a single match in the database, the property report page

for that search is immediately displayed.  If more than one match is found a search

results page is displayed and the user can select a record to view its report or click a

button for the next set of eight records.

ILLUSTRATION 9- CATEGORY SEARCH

ILLUSTRATION 10- SEARCH RESULTS
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The Property Report

One objective with the Property Report page was to deliver a printable page that
wouldn’t require opening a separate window and wouldn’t lose any significant data when

printed on most printers.

Using Sections to Display Data Sets

The top of the report page shows detail about the specific property record.  The

Previous and Next buttons scroll through the set of records that had been displayed
on the search results page.  If an image is available in the database it is displayed to

the right of the detail.

Because there may be more than one survey for any given property, a Survey Year

Selector is displayed below the detail pane.  The complete data for the selected

Survey Year is displayed below the selector buttons on the left side of the page and
a property map is displayed on the right side.

ILLUSTRATION 11- PROPERTY REPORT

ILLUSTRATION 12- PROPERTY REPORT – PREVIOUS/NEXT

ILLUSTRATION 13- PROPERTY REPORT – SURVEY YEAR
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Supplemental or additional data is displayed on the right side below the property

map.  The titles in the Additional Data section are links to help text wherever
possible.

Landmark information and linkable Designations are displayed below the

supplemental data on the right.  This leaves a “flexible” pane on the left for any

amount of data to expand into.

And, finally, the Significance report is displayed below the primary data pane.

The fully assembled report page is usually long and requires vertical scrolling.  While

this is not desirable in website browsing, the fact that all of the information for a given

data set is displayed on one page outweighs any negativity over scrolling.  The user
is able to print a complete report and the page layout ensures that significant data is

captured with a browser print function.

Also, report or results pages may be bookmarked for future reference allowing
researchers to easily return to any page displaying specific data.

ILLUSTRATION 14- PROPERTY REPORT – ADDITIONAL DATA

ILLUSTRATION 15- PROPERTY REPORT – LANDMARKS & DESIGNATIONS

ILLUSTRATION 16- PROPERTY REPORT – SIGNIFICANCE REPORT
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The Full Report Page

ILLUSTRATION 17- PROPERTY REPORT – FULL PAGE
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Using ArcIMS for Internet Maps

ESRI software is used to make two types of maps: district and property. The district
maps were created as static images using desktop ArcMap. The property maps for

historic survey reports are generated dynamically for each property.

The city of Riverside uses ArcIMS to create maps for the Internet. We use the ActiveX
connector for the historic property viewer. The entire historic web viewer is written using

ASP.NET and Visual Basic, and the Active X connector works fairly well with the .NET

platform. The Active X Connector is not installed by default, but can be easily added to
the ArcIMS installation by running the installation CD a second time. This web site runs

on a single web server with dual processors running Windows 2000, several ASP.NET

web applications, a small SQL Server database, and ArcIMS using shapefiles. Even with

all aspects of the application running on one server, ArcIMS can usually generate a map
in less than 10 seconds.

Maps are considered to be an important element of the overall GIS web application, but
not necessarily the main feature. The map is one element of the overall report page with

all the survey information about the selected historic property. This information has been

pre-recorded over the past 25 years and stored in a database that is queried by the
ASP.NET application when it generates a property report. We needed to answer the

question of how to create dynamic maps on the report page for each property and

decided to generate the map when the user requests the report.

An equally valid alternative for some cities smaller than Riverside, would be to generate

all the map images ahead of time. In fact this was done for each of the historic district

maps that are used for the district report page, since there are much fewer districts than
the number of properties. These static maps are highly informative and cartographically

pleasing, and load as quick as any other existing image.

ILLUSTRATION 18 – DISTRICT MAP
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Property maps are generated when the user requests a report for a particular historic

property. The recorded Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN) is used to find the property
parcel in the current parcel layer in ArcIMS. We use the ActiveX connector to select,

highlight, and zoom to and set the map extent around the property. Some records in the

historic properties database do not have an assigned APN, in which case we need to

produce rest of the report and skip the map generation process.

ILLUSTRATION 19 – PROPERTY MAP

The map generator is self-contained in a separate VB.NET class module that is included

in the ASP.NET project. This isolates the Active X connection so map errors will not

cause the rest of the report to fail. Typical map errors include missing APN numbers. Or,
the APN for a parcel may have changed since the last survey of the historic resource.

The process of making a map requires that the ArcIMS server be registered with the
ASP.NET application. The parameters for this registration can be stored in the Windows

Registry and retrieved by the ASP.NET application when it is started for the first time,

and saved in global variables.  Every new map request makes a new connection to

ArcIMS. The map extent is stored in the HTML output as four hidden variables: minimum
X and Y, and maximum X and Y coordinates. These are used to save the map extent on

the client side, and then inform ArcIMS about the prior map request.
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The performance of the ArcIMS map image server is critical to the responsiveness of the

web site. It currently takes between 5 and 10 seconds to generate a map image. The
ASP.NET application includes code to report the amount of processing time in an HTML

element on the page sent to the client browser. This code is contained in the VB.NET

code on the server side.  Here is a sample of the HTML source in the client browser with

the map control messaging turned on.

<input name="MapStatusMessage" id="MapStatusMessage" type="hidden" value="
(14:44:46.4062500) [Page_Load] Creating instance of Property_Map object.
(14:44:46.5156250) [New] Creating instance of Property_Map object.
(14:44:46.5156250) [GetIMSMap] Getting instance of IMS Map object.
(14:44:46.5156250) [GetIMSMap] Setting server name and port on the IMS Map object.
(14:44:46.5156250) [GetIMSMap] Requesting ArcIMS to initialize the IMS Map object.
(14:44:46.5937500) [GetIMSMap] Exit
(14:44:46.5937500) [New] Setting dimensions of map.
(14:44:46.6093750) [New] Getting map extent.
(14:44:46.6093750) [New] Calling SetAddressMatchInputs function.
(14:44:46.6093750) [SetAddressMatchInputs] Getting index to layer: parcels.
(14:44:46.6093750) [SetAddressMatchInputs] Getting reference to AddressMatchInputs on layer: parcels.
(14:44:46.6093750) [SetAddressMatchInputs] Exit
(14:44:46.6093750) [New] Exit
(14:44:46.6093750) [ZoomSelect] Trying to select and zoom to parcel APN:'219291002'.

(14:44:49.5937500) [ZoomSelect] Exit

(14:44:49.5937500) [Refresh] Trying to refresh map, get X,Y extents, and URL to image.

(14:44:53.0156250) [Refresh] Exit

(14:44:53.0156250) [Page_Load] Exit " />

This provides a simple base line and/or status check that can be accessed from the web

browser. Just access a known historic property and look at the time stamps for the
server-side actions.

The map request consumes time in two steps: first, selecting a parcel with a given APN

(3 seconds), and then creating the map image (3.5 seconds). During this time, ArcIMS
consumes almost 100% of the CPU. If each map takes 10 seconds and uses 100%

CPU, then this allows up to 6 maps per minute per CPU, 12 maps per minute for a

machine with dual processors. More map requests per minute can be handled, but it will
take longer for each map to be done because new map requests will have to wait for

current ones to finish.

There are ways to improve this performance, and we plan to implement them in the
future. For instance, separating the different parts of the application to dedicated servers

is a common recommendation. Using ArcSDE instead of shapefiles map help when the

ArcSDE server is running on a dedicated machine. Putting ArcIMS on its own server
should allow the map server to perform better.

Conclusion

Historic preservation plays a vital role in maintaining Riverside’s character and identity.

As a community effort, the preservation of cultural resources is a responsibility of all,
whether the interest is for economic, aesthetic, cultural or environmental reasons.

Riverside’s Historic Districts & Buildings website not only makes information on the

City’s historic properties available to the public in an enjoyable, navigable and easy to
use format, but also serves as an important planning tool for ensuring the protection of

these resources over time.
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